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Step 1. 
Airworthiness Certificate matches 
aircraft model, Registration #,  
Serial #, category, and is signed by 
the FAA Representative 

Yes 

No Aircraft is not Airworthy Economically Fixable 

Yes No 

Find instructions on the "Aircraft Records" 

page of the Twisted-Wrench.com website. 

If you own the 

aircraft, you have to 

do this. 

If you are looking at 
one to buy, negotiate 
for less $$, have the 
current owner fix it, 
or pass on the deal 

Step 2. 
Registration Certificate matches 
the N# on the aircraft, the Serial#, 
the model designation, and is 
currently registered to the person 
you think you are buying from. 
 
Note:  When you decide to buy the 
aircraft it is prudent to have  one of 
the excellent title search companies 
double check the records for you. 

Yes 

 

No 

 

Aircraft is not Airworthy Economically Fixable 

Yes NO 

Find instructions on the "Aircraft Records" 

page of the Twisted-Wrench.com website. 

Use your favorite search engine and look for 

FAA aircraft title search. 

If you own the 

aircraft, you have to 

do this. 

If you are looking at 
one to buy,  have the 
current owner fix it, 
or pass on the deal. 
 Step 3. 

FCC Radio Station License:  
Domestic use only - you don't need 
it.  Easy to get if you do. 

Go to Page 2 

Easy Stuff First 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Page 1 

Step 4. 
Does the aircraft have IFR 
equipment including  NAV radio(s)? 

Still in the Easy Stuff 

No 

Yes Has it been flying IFR? 

No Yes 

Either way, the 30 day VOR accuracy check should be 

up to date before you fly this aircraft IFR.  FAR 91.171 

Step 5. 
Is a  dated compass correction 
card in place by the compass?  
FAR 23.1547 

No 

Yes 

Aircraft is not Airworthy Economically Fixable 

 
Yes, but 
not cheap 

Go to Google Images and find a Correction 

Card format that you like.  Create a form to 

match in your spreadsheet program, shrink to 

fit, perform a compass swing, fill in the card 

and install.  AC 43.13-1B CHG 1,  12-37. 

COMPASS SWING 

Step 6. 
If IFR capable, is an Altimeter 
Correction Card available for each 
Altimeter? 
 

Yes 

Not so easy 

Plan to 

fly IFR? 

No 

Yes No Economically Fixable 

Yes 

If the last 91.411 inspections was within the 

last 24 months, the Repair Station may have a 

copy they can provide from that service.  If 

not, have a new 91.411 inspection performed 

and keep the Correction Card in the aircraft 

for use by the pilot.  This is an Industry Best 

Practice.   

Step 7. 

Print a copy of the TCDS for the subject aircraft.   

Gather all the available Aircraft Records and Manuals for 

review. 

Easy has left the project! 

 
Step 8. 

Find the "Limitations" in the TCDS.  They may be in the 

referenced Flight Manual or listed in the TCDS itself. 

Are all the referenced required placards from the 

limitations actually in view in the aircraft? 

Yes 

Go to Page 3 

No Aircraft is not Airworthy 

Economically Fixable Yes 

Buy or fabricate new placards and install. 
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From Page 2 

Does the aircraft have a current 

accurate Equipment List? No 

Yes Really? Are you sure?  Unless the 

aircraft has never had an 

equipment change, this is unlikely. 

If the Equipment List is not 
accurate, the W&B may not 
be accurate - so, 
Aircraft is not Airworthy 

Economically Fixable 

Depends on the number of equipment 

changes and their records. 

Refer to the Weight and Balance and Equipment 

List instructions on the Aircraft Records page to fix. 

Does the aircraft have a current 

Weight & Balance report?  Is it 

traceable back through all the 

equipment changes? 

Yes 

No Aircraft is not Airworthy Economically Fixable 

Depends on the number of equipment 

changes and their records. 

Refer to the Weight and Balance and Equipment List 

instructions on the Aircraft Records page to fix. 

 
At this point, you have a copy of the Type Certificate Data Sheet, you have 

looked through the aircraft and  records to resolve the Equipment List and 

Weight and Balance, you have the Flight Manual if there is one available, 

and you should have found all the FAA 337 forms for Major Repairs and 

Major Alterations. 

Does the pilot have access in the cockpit to all 

the Flight Manual Supplements and Operating 

Handbooks referenced in the 337s for the STCs. 

Yes 

No Aircraft is not Airworthy Economically Fixable 

Should be 

You must have any Flight Manual Supplements, Operating Instruction, and Placards required by 

the STC.  Review the hints on the STC page.   Flight Manual Supplements may also be required 

for equipment from the Equipment List, Service Bulletins, TCDS, and other installed equipment. 

Yes 

Are the required Instructions for 

Continued Airworthiness available for 

your maintenance provider? 

No Aircraft is not Airworthy Economically Fixable 

Should be 
You must have any Instructions for Continued Airworthiness or 

Maintenance Items required by the STC.  Review the hints on the STC  

page. 

Go to Page 4 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Page 3 

 
Are all Airworthiness Directives complied with, 

compliance recorded in the Maintenance Records and 

noted on the Owner/Operator's  AD List? 

Don't know Economically Fixable 

Doesn't matter if it's your aircraft.  Must be 
in compliance. 
I you are looking to buy, there is a significant 
amount of due diligence work involved. 

No direct path to Yes on this issue 

Follow the instruction on the Airworthiness 

Directive page of the website. 

Yes 

Does the aircraft have inspection records that 

indicate compliance with the current 

inspection program?  100Hr., Annual, 

Progressive, or other. 

Yes 

No Must be in compliance for normal 
operations.  May possibly be moved to a 
maintenance base with a Special 
Airworthiness Certificate (Ferry Permit) 
FAR 21.197 
Progressive or Transport Category will 
be much more detailed and a hard copy 
record must be available for each task 
to prove the aircraft is in compliance 
with the selected program. 

Comply with required 

inspections. 

Are all required Placards and Markings installed 

and readable?   

May be  required by TCDS, Flight Manual, 

Maintenance Manual, POH, STC, Installed 

equipment, and / or regulation. 

No 

Yes 

Install required placards 

Go to page 5 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Does the aircraft have a record of Time in Service 

(TIS)or the airframe, each engine, and each prop 

per 91.417 and in compliance with AC 43.9 

Paragraph- 5 (g)(1) and Paragraphs 8? 

Yes 

No 

Note:  This is a major fail in GA and Part 

91 Transport Category Aircraft Records. 

This will require extensive records 

research to audit and prove current Time 

In Service records required for an aircraft. 

Hundreds and Thousands of hours have 

been lost or added to the TIS due to math 

errors, improperly recorded tach or 

Hobbs meter changes, and generally 

sloppy recordkeeping. 

Occasionally, a Transport operator will 

have traceable records but will not 

release them because they foolishly tied 

them to their city pairs which they don't 

want public. 

Accurate TIS is critical on aircraft with 

time limitations for parts replacement or 

overhaul, airframe life limit, and 

airworthiness time limit inspections. 

This is a maintenance record that should 

have been recorded and maintained by 

the flight crew. 

Recommendation: 
If the records are sketchy or non-existent, 
a maintenance tech should review all the 
Aircraft Records and add an entry into 
the records for the airframe, each engine, 
and each prop such as: 
 
The records of (identify airframe, engine, 

or prop) have been audited and the 

current Time in Service is XXX.X hours 

and XXX (landings or cycles) and sign off 

per 43.11. 

From page 4 

Go to page 6 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From page 5 

Does the aircraft have a record 

of the current status of life-

limited parts of each airframe, 

engine, propeller, rotor, and 

appliance? 

Yes 

No 

This is a minor fail in GA aircraft because there 

are few life limit items but they do exist.  They 

can be found in the TCDS, ADs, Flight Manual, 

POH, or the Limitations section in the 

Maintenance Data. 

These should be listed in the maintenance 

records for reference and time remaining 

should be calculated and recorded at 

inspections. 

Transport aircraft and others who use a 

Computerized Maintenance Tracking and 

Forecasting program usually have the 

limitation item as a count-down to 

requirement item. 
Does the aircraft have a record of 

the time since last overhaul of all 

items installed on the aircraft 

which are required to be 

overhauled on a specified time 

basis? 

Yes 

No The situation is the same as with the Life 

Limited items and should be researched, 

recorded and tracked in similar manner. 

Does the aircraft have a record of the 

current inspection status of the 

aircraft, including the time since the 

last inspection required by the 

inspection program under which the 

aircraft and its appliances are 

maintained? 

Yes 
Dead End 

No 

This is possibly the only regulation that I'm 

comfortable with violating because it is stupid 

and useless except for finding violations. 

Nobody tracks time since last inspection but 

rather the count-down to the next inspection 

which is actually useful.  The count-down is 

needed for complex inspection programs. 

GA aircraft using the 100 Hr/Annual inspection 

program just need the "next due" time or date 

for easy reference to the pilot. 

Go to page 7 



 

 

Under 

Construction 
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